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photographs courtesy of the stevenson family, except as ... - june 2016 29 institute romance during an
old testament class at the institute of reli-gion, he met lesa jean higley, who had moved from california to
idaho and was now a student at utah state. john playford ii - tradsongine - the portrait given by hawkins is
the d. loggan one, but is reversed. john playford left his business to his son henry, who reprinted many of his
father's publications, the. portraiture of john buny,an. o - the. portraiture of john buny,an. ... 4 two other
engra~e~s, contemporary with whitean:d sturt, who also engraved "sleeping portraits" of bunyan, were
biirnford and william elder. their efforts are to be found in the seventh and eleventh editions of the pilgrim's
progress (1681 and 1688). of that in the seventh dr. brown remarks, "a new but poor portrait." , \ 5 the plate
was also the ... the life of henry more - link.springer - list of illustrations 1. engraved portrait of henry
more, by d. loggan: frontispiece to the life of henry more, by richard ward, london, 1710. 100 books from the
library of lord olivier - bernard quaritch - 100 books from the library of lord olivier including two inscribed
to vivien leigh bernard quaritch ltd list 2017/13 books to be exhibited at the edinburgh book fair - books
to be exhibited at the edinburgh book fair 7–8 march 2014 radisson blu hotel, 80 high street, royal mile,
edinburgh reissued in printed wrappers ben benson collection - library.wlu - portrait: a copy of a handdrawn portrait of mary lincoln created with wax colored pencils by ben benson in 2012. engraving: an
engraved portrait of mary lincoln based upon a photograph 22 thomas bully's register of portraits,
1801-1871. - 22 thomas bully's register of portraits, 1801-1871. thomas sully's k1gister op pobtbaits,
1801-1871. arranged and edited with an introduction and notes. nicolas trigault, sj: a portrait by peter
paul rubens - nicolas trigault, sj: a portrait by peter paul rubens anne-marie logan and liam m. brockey part i.
a note on the drawing in 1999 ... burchard collection, was engraved by william baillie (1723- 1792) in 1774,
when it was in the collection of john barnard, and inscribed "a siamese priest. arrived at the court of ... the
project gutenberg ebook of bygone beliefs, by h ... - everything possible to be believ’d is an image of
truth. william blake. to my wife preface these excursions in the byways of thought were undertaken at different
times and on different occasions; consequently, the reader may be able to detect in them inequalities of
treatment. he may feel that i have lingered too long in some byways and hurried too rapidly through others,
taking, as it were ...
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